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ART
101 

SHANA MABARI ILLUMETRIC DIAMOND, 2014 / 
EDITION OF 25 / OTIS (BFA ’98)

Shana Mabari is an American contemporary artist based in Los Angeles who has exhibited in the 
United States and internationally. She is part of the continuum of the Light and Space movement 

that originated in California in the 1960’s. Currently Mabari is creating “Astral Challenger,”  
a monumental sculpture conceived as a tribute to the 1986 Space Shuttle Challenger.  

Special thanks to Shana Mabari.

RETAIL VALUE $1,900 OPENING BID $900 BID INCREMENTS $100

102 
PAINTING BY TIMOTHY TOMPKINS,  

OTIS (BFA ’03)

Otis alum Timothy Tompkins’ work can be found around the world!  His paintings frequently show 
variations on a theme such as views of the Sears building in various weather conditions and most 

recently a series based on abstract images of the Large Hadron Collider, the largest single machine 
in the world! Special thanks to Timothy Tompkins and Kendra Bollenbach.

RETAIL VALUE $10,000  OPENING BID $4,500 BID INCREMENTS $250

103 
BERTIL PETERSSON “MINI-MONUMENTALS” 

OTIS (BFA ’74)

According to Otis BFA graduate, Bertil Petersson, “Public art should, in principle, engage the 
public to discourse, enhance the site it occupies and connect concepts for the viewer to 

contemplate. Public art also has to answer the question of relevancy over time, the continuous 
dialogue of the work with the public on all levels. It should be educational, challenging, and 
inspiring, allowing the public to relate in a personal way to the work, in a manner that will 

hopefully evolve over time as the person changes.” Now you too can engage with  
Petersson’s “Mini Monumentals.” Special thanks to Bertil Petersson. 

RETAIL VALUE $1,500  OPENING BID $650 BID INCREMENTS $100
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104 
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO ORIGINAL  

DESIGN RAINBOW WEDGE INSPIRED BY  
JUDY GARLAND’S “OVER THE RAINBOW”

In 1914, Savatore Ferragamo emigrated to the United States where he found success initially 
opening a shop for repair and ultimately a long period of designing footwear for the cinema. When 

he could not understand why his shoes pleased the eye yet hurt the foot, he proceeded to study 
anatomy at USC. His scientific and creative approach to design led to innovations including the 

wedge and cage heels. And in 1938 he was inspired by Judy Garland to design the rainbow wedge 
named “Over the Rainbow.” Special thanks to Jon Borland and Ferragamo.

RETAIL VALUE $2,500 OPENING BID $1,200 BID INCREMENTS $100

105 
 CUSTOM, PRIVATE L.A. ART TOUR WITH  

OTIS GALLERY DIRECTOR, KATE MCNAMARA

 The art scene is heating up in LA! Traditional institutions such as LACMA and the Getty are being 
joined by The Broad, and more and more galleries are migrating west including Sprueth Magers 
and Hauser Wirth and Schimmel. LA is ascending as a cultural destination! Join Otis College of 

Art and Design Gallery Director, Kate McNamara for a one-day, customized, private tour of  
your choice! Explore Boyle Heights, Koreatown, the Arts District or wherever your  

curiosity takes you! Special thanks to Kate McNamara.

RETAIL VALUE: PRICELESS   OPENING BID $500   BID INCREMENTS $50

106 
CERAMICS CLASS OR PARTY FOR 8 GUESTS

In the 1950s Otis was known for its ceramics, especially through Peter Voulkos and Ken Price who 
revolutionized, the ceramic world. Carrying on the tradition at Otis, Joan Takayama-Ogawa 
comes from a family that for six generations has been interested in ceramics, reaching back to 

relatives who produced pottery in Japan. Joan’s memorable ceramics are in the permanent 
collections of the Smithsonian Institution, DeYoung Museum Fine Arts in San Francisco, and 

LACMA to name just a few. Now you and seven of your family and friends can learn from a master! 
Enjoy a class or party in the ceramics studio at Otis. Special thanks to Joan Takayama-Ogawa.

RETAIL VALUE: PRICELESS   OPENING BID $500  BID INCREMENTS $50
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107 
EMERSON WOELFFER  

“HOMAGE TO A BLACK WINDOW”  
COLORED PENCIL, TORN PAPER COLLAGE,  

38 3/8” X 28 3/4”, 1982

“Leap Before You Look: Black Mountain College 1933-1957”, the most anticipated exhibition of 
the season, is currently on view at the UCLA Hammer Museum. The legendary college boasts a 
roster of faculty and students including Josef Albers, Willem de Kooning, Robert Rauschenberg 

and Otis College of Art and Design faculty, Emerson Woelffer. Now a piece of that  
historic institution can be yours!

RETAIL VALUE $10,000 OPENING BID $5,000 BID INCREMENTS $100

108 
A COLLECTION OF COFFEE TABLE BOOKS

The great Roman philosopher Cicero once said that “a room without books is like a body  
without a soul.” Cherish gorgeous books from Valentino, Taschen and more!  And to  

make your home more soulful, we’ll add a $250 gift certificate from Gehry’s!   
Special thanks to Robert S. Anderson, Valentino, Jon Borland, Gehry’s, Taschen and Dior. 

RETAIL VALUE $750 OPENING BID $300 BID INCREMENTS $50



JEWELRY
109 

CARTIER HAND-PAINTED  
PEN SET

King Edward VII once referred to Cartier as “the jeweler of Kings and the king of jewelers.” Now 
some of that royal glamour can be yours! Only 88 of these hand painted pen sets set on a jade crystal 

stand have been produced. You’ll feel like royalty when you write your next novel!  
Special thanks to Cartier and Jerome Kerr-Jarrett.

RETAIL VALUE $5,750 OPENING BID $2,500 BID INCREMENTS $100

110 
VHERNIER ROSE GOLD  

“PLATEAU GRANDE” RING

Vhernier represents the finest in Italian jewelry, with unique collections that are influenced  
by trends in contemporary art. Dazzle in the simplicity of your Plateau ring!  

Special thanks to Lisa Maroney and Vhernier.

RETAIL VALUE $5,100 OPENING BID $2,500 BID INCREMENTS $100

111 
18KT WHITE GOLD CHANNEL SET  

SAPPHIRE EARRINGS FROM TONY DAVID

Tony David has been designing custom jewelry in Beverly Hills for over 30 years using diamonds, 
pearls and precious gems. His private studio is located in the heart of Beverly Hills. Let Tony dazzle 

you with beauty as you enjoy a pair of 18kt white gold channel set sapphire earrings.  
Special thanks to Tony David and Jon Borland.

RETAIL VALUE $750 OPENING BID $350 BID INCREMENTS $50

112 
BIB & SOLA DECANTER AND GLASSES

Bib & Sola is contemporary and stylish glassware that offers a conscious alternative to plastic. 
Created by Kira Heuer, Bib & Sola, which is Latin for drink and comfort, endeavors to replace 

plastic bottled water with glass in a manner that is both chic and functional and aspires to create  
a global community where each and every person takes responsibility and action from an  

inspired position. Special thanks to Kira Heuer.

RETAIL VALUE $210 OPENING BID $125 BID INCREMENTS $25
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113 
PRESAGE ONYX, CRYSTAL AND  

GOLD NECKLACE

Nestled in the heart of Palm Desert, Presage curates worldwide jewelry and fashion collections 
from London, Milan and Paris for an exclusive selection. Live with timeless elegance.  

Live every day in luxury! Special thanks to Lisa Jarnian and Presage.

RETAIL VALUE $780 OPENING BID $350 BID INCREMENTS $50

114 
FRUZSINA KEEHN TIGER EYE AND 

YELLOW GOLD NECKLACE

Renowned for her elegant, vintage inspired jewels, Fruzsina Keehn’s pieces are a throwback to the 
old Hollywood heyday, with more than a little nostalgia for glory years from Paris to Palm Beach. 

Keehn’s jewelry has gained fashion notoriety, being featured in Vogue, Town & Country,  
ELLE Decor and Tatler. Special thanks to Fruzsina Keehn.

RETAIL VALUE $6,000 OPENING BID $2,500 BID INCREMENTS $100

115 
BUCCELLATI STERLING SILVER FRAME

Nothing evokes timeless beauty and elegant perfection more than Buccellati.  
Preserve your memories in this exquisite frame – they’ll both last a lifetime!  

Special thanks to Jon Borland and Buccellati.

RETAIL VALUE $2,200 OPENING BID $1,000 BID INCREMENTS $100

116 
NEIL LANE 14KT YELLOW GOLD CHAIN WITH 

RED/GREEN SCARAB PENDANT

What do Jennifer Lawrence, Jennifer Garner and Jennifer Lopez have in common other than their 
first names? They’ve all walked the Oscar red carpet in Neil Lane’s stunning jewels! Now you too 
can be Oscar ready in your own Lane masterpiece! Special thanks to Neil Lane and Jon Borland.

RETAIL VALUE $1,650  OPENING BID $750 BID INCREMENTS $50
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117 
NEIL LANE 14KT YELLOW GOLD CHAIN WITH 

BLUE/GREEN SCARAB PENDANT

What do Jennifer Lawrence, Jennifer Garner and Jennifer Lopez have in common other than their 
first names?  They’ve all walked the Oscar red carpet in Neil Lane’s stunning jewels!  Now you too 
can be Oscar ready in your own Lane masterpiece!  Special thanks to Neil Lane and Jon Borland. 

RETAIL VALUE $1,250  OPENING BID $500 BID INCREMENTS $50

EXPERIENCES 
118 

ROUND OF GOLF FOR THREE  
AT BEL-AIR COUNTRY CLUB

Founded in 1925 and designed by George C. Thomas, Jr. and William P. Bell, the Bel-Air Country 
Club offers one of the most challenging (and beautiful) golf courses on the west coast. Legend has it 

that Howard Hughes famously landed his plane there when he was late for a golf date with 
Katharine Hepburn! Special thanks to Kendra and Christopher Bollenbach.

RETAIL VALUE: PRICELESS OPENING BID $750 BID INCREMENTS $100

119 
A NIGHT AT SLS HOTEL AND 

DINNER AT BAZAAR

A fete extraordinaire! Fantastical interiors by Philippe Starck! A magical dining experience from 
James Beard Award-winning Chef José Andrés! Spend a memorable night at the SLS Hotel and 

savor the remarkable tastes of Bazaar. Special thanks to Emina and Sam Nazarian.

RETAIL VALUE $1,000   OPENING BID $400 BID INCREMENTS $50
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120 
AN EVENING AT THE WALLIS WITH A  

SLEEPOVER AT THE MONTAGE BEVERLY HILLS

According to the actor Terrance Mann, “movies will make you famous; television will make you 
rich; but theatre will make you good.” And nothing is better than a night at the Wallis! You and five 
guests will be welcomed at the Wallis at the play of your choice. And when the night is over, you’ll 
escape to the luxurious Montage for an overnight. Enjoy your restorative and relaxing urban oasis!  

Special thanks to Jon Borland, the Wallis and the Montage Beverly Hills.

RETAIL VALUE $2,500 OPENING BID $1,200 BID INCREMENTS $100

121 
PRIVATE DRESSAGE LESSON WITH  

CHAMPION SABINE BARRON WRIGHT

Ride like an Olympian! A centuries old discipline, dressage is a highly skilled form of riding 
performed in exhibition and competition, as well as an “art” sometimes pursued solely for the sake 

of mastery. Competitions are held at all levels from amateur to the Olympic Games. Join 
award-winning instructor, Sabine Barron Wright for a private lesson at her beautiful, full-service 
facility Islandia Farms in Hidden Valley. Special thanks to Sabine Barron Wright and Laura Davis.

RETAIL VALUE $300 OPENING BID $150 BID INCREMENTS $25

122 
DINNER WITH OTIS PRESIDENT  

BRUCE W. FERGUSON

Hail to the Chief! Enjoy a tasty dinner with Otis President Bruce W. Ferguson. You’ll hear  
about his vision for the future of the College complimented by readings from Peter Gadol,  

Chair of Otis’ Graduate Writing Program and award-winning poet Mahtem Shiferraw.  
Special thanks to President Ferguson, Peter Gadol and Mahtem Shiferraw.

RETAIL VALUE: PRICELESS  OPENING BID $500  BID INCREMENTS $50
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123 
TOUR OF MATTEL DESIGN STUDIO  

IN EL SEGUNDO

Go behind the scenes during this once-in-a-lifetime experience for the kid in all of us. You and 
three guests will see your favorite childhood toys come to life from the iconic Barbie doll to  
the ever cool Hot Wheels as you explore the magical Mattel design center. Barbie’s dream  

house indeed! Special thanks to Stephanie Cota and Mattel.

RETAIL VALUE: PRICELESS  OPENING BID $500  BID INCREMENTS $50

 

124 
YOUNG HOLLYWOOD SUITE AT THE  

FOUR SEASONS

Hooray for Hollywood! Get a behind the scenes look at Young Hollywood, the leading digital 
celebrity network for millennials, by sitting in on a celebrity interview in our one-of-a-kind 

broadcast studio located in the prestigious Four Seasons Hotel in Beverly Hills.  
Special thanks to Maurice Pilosof and Young Hollywood.

RETAIL VALUE: PRICELESS  OPENING BID $500  BID INCREMENTS $50

125 
A DAY OF BEAUTY WITH  

DEANNA ZACCARI AND ADELA MAY-PINO

Edna St. Vincent Millay once said that beauty is whatever gives joy.  A day with Deanna Zaccari and 
Adela May-Pino will fill you with joy!  Whether it’s a mini makeover to refresh your look or 

shopping for a special event, Deanna will work with you to find a comfortable, timelessly elegant 
style tailored to fit your life + needs.  Once you are dressed, celebrity makeup artist Adela will 
finish off your look!  Tom Keller’s Bouchon is your destination for a fun and romantic night out!  

Special thanks to Deanna Zaccari, Adela May-Pino, Jon Borland and Bouchon.

RETAIL VALUE $3,000 OPENING BID $1,250 BID INCREMENTS $100
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126 
BEVERLY HILLS SPA DAY!

People, Vogue, Bazaar and Allure are among the countless magazines that point to the best ever 
products and treatments at Verabella Skin Therapy Spa. Thibiant Beverly Hills has been a landmark 

on the LA beauty scene for over 40 year! And the Robertson Blvd. Medical Spa offers a unique 
pamper and polish experience that combines medical grade treatments and plush surrroundings.  

Your day of beauty awaits! Special thanks to Thibiant, Verabella Skin Therapy Spa,   
Robertson Blvd, Medical Spa, Lisa Maroney, Kendra Bollenbach and Shelley Reid.

RETAIL VALUE $1,100  OPENING BID $450 BID INCREMENTS $50

127 
$2500 ERIC BUTERBAUGH GIFT CERTIFICATE, 

FRAGRANCE AND CANDLES

According to Gwyneth Paltrow, if you want straight-up gorgeous flowers in Los Angeles, you call 
Eric Buterbaugh! Since establishing his company, Buterbaugh has been called upon to design florals 

for Princess Beatrice’s 18th birthday at Windsor Castle and a calendar for the King of Thailand.  
And as gorgeous as his flowers are, his candles and fragrances are positively sublime!  

Special thanks to Eric Buterbaugh and Jon Borland.

RETAIL VALUE $3,000  OPENING BID $1,500  BID INCREMENTS $100

128 
MIXOLOGY CLASS AT  

ROGER ROOM 

Though they intentionally kept hype to a minimum the word was soon out about this funky bar, 
home of some impeccably mixed cocktails. The Roger Room may channel the speakeasy vibe  
that is so popular at the moment – but it does so better than most. The drinks are truly superb  

and very much the heart of the operation including their signature drink, the Thug, and  
the Flim Flam. You’ll learn from master mixologist Jared Meisler. Bottoms up!  

Special thanks to Maurice Pilosof and Jared Meisler.

RETAIL VALUE $500  OPENING BID $200 BID INCREMENTS $50
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FASHION 
129 

A BEVY OF BALLY: CUSTOM SHOES,  
A HANDBAG AND A PRIVATE LUNCH FOR SIX

During a business trip to Paris in 1849, Carl Franz Bally wanted to buy his wife some lace-up 
booties - the popular shoe of the day. Unable to recall her exact size, he decided to buy twelve pairs 
in a range of sizes, knowing that one would certainly fit. Upon visiting the Parisian factory where 
the booties were made, he noticed that each shoe featured buttons with elastic closures similar to 
the kind his family produced in Switzerland. Inspired by the possibility of creating more jobs and 

improving the lives of local residents, he decided to expand his existing business into shoe 
production. Thus the legendary company was born! Celebrate Carl Franz, your new shoes and 

handbag with lunch for six on the gorgeous rooftop of their store in Beverly Hills!  
Special thanks to Bally, Nancy Perez, Pilar Pearson and Carolyn Mahboubi.

RETAIL VALUE $3,750 OPENING BID $1750 BID INCREMENTS $100

130 
NANCY GONZALEZ NAVY BLUE  

CROCODILE BUGATTI HANDBAG

Inspired by life with the aim to convey joy, benevolence and strength, Nancy Gonazlez’s  
creations are celebrated around the world! Quality, exclusivity, authenticity and  

timelessness are all trademarks of her luxurious brand. Now you too can own what the  
Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Costume Institute has been collecting for years!   

Special thanks to Angela Rich and Nancy Gonzalez.

RETAIL VALUE $3,500 OPENING BID $2,200 BID INCREMENTS $100

131 
SALLY PERRIN CAPITALE  
CLUTCH–MULTI GLITTER

You can take the girl out of Paris, but you can’t take Paris out of the girl! Sally Perrin’s hybrid,  
best of both worlds style is the most obvious in the designs of her Perrin Paris clutches: they have 

just enough Paris wit and LA glam to be absolutely perfect! Lead a life that glitters!  
Special thanks to Sally Perrin and Shelley Reid.

RETAIL VALUE $1,200   OPENING BID $650 BID INCREMENTS $100
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132 
MADE TO ORDER SHIRT AND  

SUIT FROM ISAIA

Since the 1920’s, luxury men’s wear label Isaia has been suiting up gents around the globe.  
Celebrate your best grad or favorite dad with these sophisticated, unusual and elegant  

signature pieces. Special Thanks to Duke Hagenburger, ISAIA and Jon Borland.

RETAIL VALUE $5,500 OPENING BID $2,500 BID INCREMENTS $100

133 
JIMMY CHOO PURPLE CLUTCH WITH  

SILVER CLASP  

Jimmy Choo is synonymous with effortless confidence and elegance.  Instinctively seductive and 
cosmopolitan, you and your new clutch will convey an empowered sense of glamour and a  

playfully daring spirit. Special thanks to Lisa Janian and Jimmy Choo.

RETAIL VALUE $1,000   OPENING BID $400 BID INCREMENTS $50

134 
$500 GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR  

DICKER & DICKER OF BEVERLY HILLS  

Carefully handcrafted from the finest materials, Dicker & Dicker furs represent the highest quality 
and the great romance of Hollywood! Wrap yourself in the luxury that only a fur garment  

can bring! Special thanks to Dicker & Dicker and Laura Davis.

RETAIL VALUE $500   OPENING BID $250 BID INCREMENTS $50

135 
FRETTE LINENS 

Historically, Frette linens have been featured everywhere from the alter of St. Peter’s Basilica to 
the dining car of the Orient Express, and more than 500 European royal dynasties have slept 

beneath its sheets. You’ll sleep like a king or queen with this king bed set. Sweet dreams!  
Special thanks to Jon Borland and Frette.

RETAIL VALUE $1,150    OPENING BID $550 BID INCREMENTS $50
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136 
BOUNTY FROM BURBERRY! 

Since 1856, Burberry has been dressing notable actors, world leaders, musicians and athletes.  
Their iconic tailoring and design has been seen on everyone from Humphrey Bogart and Audrey 

Hepburn to Ronald Reagan and this year’s Oscar host Chris Rock. Enjoy their legendary style and 
global fashion influence with your very own scarf, fragrances and even some signature chocolates!  

Special thanks to Jon Borland and Burberry.

RETAIL VALUE $595 OPENING BID $200 BID INCREMENTS $25

137 
$1,000 SHOPPING SPREE AT  

JENNI KAYNE!  

Allow this year’s honoree, Jenni Kayne, to take the stress out of shopping!  Spend quality time with 
one of Jenni’s in-store stylists to hand select pieces that fit your lifestyle. From picking out 

clothing, to accessorizing with shoes and jewelry-Jenni’s stylists will help you mix and match. 
You’ll leave every meeting with timeless staples, but more importantly an understanding of how to 

style them to make a chic outfit. Special thanks to Jenni Kayne.

RETAIL VALUE $1,000   OPENING BID $500 BID INCREMENTS $100

138 
$1,000 SHOPPING SPREE AT JOIE!  

This year’s honoree, Joie, has defined effortless, elegant fashion. You and four friends will work 
with a Joie stylist to achieve that blend of So Cal with European styling. Casual, comfortable and 

luxurious, you’ll be ready for summer! Special thanks to Joie.

RETAIL VALUE $1,000   OPENING BID $500 BID INCREMENTS $100

139 
NEIL J. RODGERS SHOES 

As Bette Midler once said, “Give a girl the correct footwear and she can conquer the world!”  
Neil J. Rodgers is a British stylist and shoe designer based in Los Angeles who has and continues to 
regularly create looks for clients to grace the red carpet of events including the Met Ball and the 

Oscars. During his 15 years as a stylist, Neil has collaborated with some of the world’s most 
beautiful and photographed women and men including Beyoncé, Giselle Bundchen,  

Gerard Butler and Joe Manganiello. The world is your oyster in a pair of Neil’s shoes!   
Special thanks to Neil J. Rodgers and Jon Borland.

RETAIL VALUE $1,050    OPENING BID $500 BID INCREMENTS $50



RULES OF  
THE AUCTION 

1. Unless otherwise stated, prizes are good for one year from the date of purchase.
2. All sales are final. There will be no exchanges or refunds on items. 
3. By participating in the silent auction, each bidder recognizes and agrees that neither  

Otis College of Art and Design nor anyone who assists in the operation of the silent auction  
shall be liable for any occurrence resulting from the use of auctioned items or services.

4. Please stop by the silent Auction room to check if you’ve won on the way out to make your 
payment and collect your item. You may pay with cash, check, American Express, VISA, or 
MasterCard. Please make all checks payable to Otis College of Art and Design.

5. All auction items must be paid for and taken home by the end of the evening. Otis College of  
Art and Design is not responsible for items lost, stolen or left at the event. Delivery of any  
items must be arranged for at the owner’s expense. 

TAX INFORMATION

1. The stated value of all auction goods and services are estimated only and are not warranted  
by Otis College of Art and Design for tax purposes.

2. The amount of your contribution, which is deductible for tax purposes, is limited to the  
excess of your bid over the fair market value of the item.

3. Please consult with your tax advisor regarding the tax deductibility of purchases  
and contributions.

4. Otis College of Art and Design Tax ID number is 13-2981115.

HOW TO BID ON  
SILENT AUCTION ITEMS

1. The Silent Auction begins promptly at 6:30pm. The ending of the auction will be announced 
during dinner. 

2. A bid sheet is displayed with each item. You may bid on as many items as you wish. Simply put 
your name and cell phone number on the line indicated. Each bid sheet will state the minimum 
bid and the appropriate increment for increasing each bid.

3. You may bid on silent auction items up until the final closing before the show starts. Bid and 
re-bid as many times as you like.

4. The highest bidder is the winner! Disputes will be settled at the discretion of Otis College of  
Art and Design. 

STUDENT GARMENT AUCTION

Bid on a selection of garments in tonight’s show using the Pin&Tucker App.
1. Go to www.getpnt.com and download the app.
2. Sign up and register.
3. Scroll down to view all the auction items and click on any of the designers to see more  

of their work.
4. Bid on an item in the comment section and leave your contact information so you can  

claim your prize.
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